The hierarchical organization of decision making in the primate prefrontal cortex.
The prefrontal cortex plays an important role in making the association between sensory information and specific behavior. For example, in a complex stimulus response situation, such as the Wisconsin card sorting test, prefrontal patients show difficulty in making appropriate decisions. To understand the neural mechanisms, we recorded prefrontal cell activity while monkeys performed a go/no-go selective attention task where the subjects made a go or no-go response depending on the color or the motion direction of compound visual stimuli (moving colored dots). Groups of cells showed differential activity for go and no-go stimuli (go/no-go activity): some showed the activity either in the color or motion attending condition, and others showed the activity both in the color and motion conditions. Cells of shorter latencies, found mainly in the prefrontal subareas receiving visual input, showed go/no-go activity only when task demands necessitated that the monkeys attended to that cell's preferred visual dimension. We also found cells with longer latencies in the motor-related periarcuate area that showed go/no-go activity regardless of the dimension attended. These results suggest that subareas in the prefrontal cortex play different roles in associating the sensory information with its behavioral meaning and are hierarchically organized to make appropriate decisions in complex tasks.